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PAST ADJUSTMENTS-Sometimes after preparing the accounts of the firm, it is found that mistakes related to  

interest on capital ,interest on drawings, salary to partner etc. are committed or omitted or any amount is 
 

Wrongly entered. 

Therefore for the purpose of correcting these omissions or mistakes adjustment entry can be passed through 

Profit and Loss Adjustment Account in which  adjustments in respect of each and every omissions are to be   
 

made. However, an adjustment entry in journal can also be passed. 

                                                                             PAST ADJUSTMENTS 
                                                                                                
(i)Interest on capital  (ii)Interest on drawing  (iii)Salary to a partner  (v)Commission to A partner (iii)difference                                  

There are two methods of making adjustments viz (I) Adjustments through P&L Adjustment A/c. 

                                                                                          (II)Adjustment without preparation of P&L Adjustment A/c. 

Adjustments through Profit and Loss Adjustments Account-In this method all errors are to rectified through  

P&L Adjustment Account.Net entry for transferring Profit or Loss is also to be passed through Capital or 

Current Accounts. Following Journal entries shall be passed through P&L Adjustment Account. 

(i) Adjusting entries for the items to be credited to Partner’s Capital /Current A/c- 

                       Profit &Loss Adjustment A/c……………………….Dr 
                                To Partner’s Capital/Current A/c 
                      (Being adjustments made for……………………previously omitted now carried out) 

(ii) Adjusting entries for the items to be debited to the partner’s Capital/Current Account- 

Partner’s Capital/Current A/c………………………Dr 
       To Profit &Loss Adjustment A/c 

(iii) For the net profit/loss on an account of above adjustments. 
(a) In case of profit 
       Profit & Loss Adjustment A/c………………..Dr 
            To Partner’s Capital/Current A/c 
(Being profit on adjustments transferred to partner’s capital/current account) 

                      (b)In case of loss- 
                              Partner’s Capital/Current A/c…………………Dr 
                                    To Profit &Loss A/c 
                      (Being loss on adjustments transferred to partner’s capital/Current A/c)              

Adjustments without preparation of Profit &Loss Adjustment A/c-In this method a statement showing  

adjustment is made in which all omissions are to be carried out and errors rectified. The net impact of all  

these adjustments is to be examined and on that basis a single journal adjusting entry is to be passed. 

                                                 SOLVE THE FOLLOWING PROBLEMS 

Q.1A,B and C are partners sharing profits in the ratio 3:2:1 respectively. C wants that profits be shared equally 
and it should be applicable retrospectively from the last three years. Other partners have no objection to this. 



Profits for the last three years were Rs.1,20,000, Rs.94,000 and Rs.1,10,000 respectively. Record adjustment  

by means of journal entry and show the working notes. 

Q.2 (Omission of Commission and Interest on Capital). Amit, Sumit and Ramit were partners sharing profits in  

the ratio of 2:2:1. Following omissions were disclosed after the books were closed: 

(i) Commission of Rs. 1,500  for contributing more profits were payable to Amit but was omitted.  

(ii) Interest on capital @10% has been omitted. 

The fixed capitals of Amit, Sumit & Ramit were – Rs,30,000; - Rs.40,000; and Rs.35,000 respectively.                                                    

                       Profits before considering the above items were Rs.30,000  which was already distributed among  

                       the partners. Pass necessary journal entries to rectify the above omissions. 

Q.3 A,B and C were partners in a firm. During the year 2001,they realized that they have omitted to provide  
 

for interest on their fixed capitals for 3 years @15% p.a. which was necessary as per the deed .The fixed    

Capitals were A Rs 50,000,B Rs 40,000 and C Rs 10,000.The profit sharing ratios were 1999-2:1:1;2000- 

6:5:4; 2001-5:3:2. 

Pass necessary journal entry to rectify the above omission 

Q.4 A,B and C  are partners in a firm sharing profits and losses in the ratio of 2:2:1.Their capitals(fixed) are  

Rs 1,00,000,Rs 80,000 and Rs 70,000 respectively. For the year 1989,interest on capital was credited to them 

@9% p.a instead of 12%p.a. 

               Give adjusting journal entry. 

Q.5Raat,Din and Sham are partners in a firm sharing profits in the ratio of 3:2:1.In the beginning of 2002 ,the  
 

Following errors and omissions were detected: 

(i)Commission due to Din Rs 9,000 was not recorded. 

(ii)Interest on Capital was allowed @10% p.a instead of 12% per annum. 

(iii)Interest on Drawings @9% p.a was not recorded. During the year drawings of partners were Rs 6,000, 

     5,000 and Rs 4,000 respectively. 

(iv)Salary of Rs 18,000 p.a to Raat and Rs 14,400 p.a to Sham was omitted. 

(v)Profits were to be distributed among the partners in the ratio of 2:2:1. 

              Capitals of the partners as on 1.1.2001 were Rs 1,60,000,Rs 1,20,000 and Rs 20,000 respectively.  

    Profits of Rs90,000 has already been credited in the accounts of partners in which they share profits. 

    Instead of reopening the closed accounts, partners decided to pass a single adjusting entry to rectify above  

Omissions. Journalize. 

                                                Content is absolutely developed at home-RD 

 

 


